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This paper studies periodic solutions of two types of population models with time
delays and periodic coefficients. The first represents one species growth with
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n patches. By developing the theory of monotone and concave operators to
functional differential equations, we establish conditions under which each model
admits a positive periodic solution which attracts all positive solutions. Q 1997
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1. INTRODUCTION
The global attractor of a population model is of great interest in
mathematical biology. There has been an extensive literature related to
 w xthis topic for autonomous models see papers 1, 7, 8 and the references
.cited therein . For population models with periodic environment, the
existence of positive periodic solutions can be analyzed by the technique of
 w x.  w x.bifurcation see Cushing 4, 5 or by fixed point theorems see Burton 6 .
However, it is more difficult to study the uniqueness or global attractivity
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of the periodic solutions. The Liapunov direct method is attractive for the
general case. But mathematical restrictions, such as diagonal dominance,
 w x.are often needed see papers 9]12 . In this paper, we study two types of
population models with time delays and periodic coefficients the solutions
of which are monotone with respect to initial data. By developing the
technique of monotone and concave operators to functional differential
equations, we show that each model admits a positive periodic solution
which attracts all the positive solutions.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we
establish sufficient conditions under which there exists a unique positive
periodic solution in periodic functional differential equations. We apply
the general results to two types of population models with time delays and
periodic coefficients in Section 3.
2. GENERAL RESULTS
We begin by agreeing on certain notations and by stating some results
which will prove to be useful. Let Rn be the cone of nonnegative vectorsq
n n  .  .in R . If x, y g R , we write x F y x - y if x F y x - y for 1 F i F n.i i i i
 4 nLet e , . . . , e denote the standard basis in R . Suppose r G 0 and let1 n
w x n.C s C yr, 0 , R be the Banach space of continuous functions mapping
w x nthe interval yr, 0 into R with supremum norm. If f, c g C, we write
 .f F c f - c in case the indicated inequality holds at each point of
q Ã nw x  4yr, 0 . Let C s f g C: f G 0 and let denote the inclusion R ª
w x n.  . w xC yr, 0 , R by x ª x, x u ' x, u g yr, 0 . Denote the space of func-Ã Ã
w x w xtions of bounded variation on yr, 0 by BV yr, 0 . If
w x nt g R , A G 0, and x g C yt y r , t q A , R .0 0 0
w x  . then for any t g t , t q A , we let x g C be defined by x u s x t q0 0 t t
.u , yr F u F 0.
Let us consider
x9 t s f t , x . 2.1 .  .  .t
We assume throughout this section that f : R = Cq¬ Rn is continuous;
 .  .  .f t, f is continuously differentiable in f ; f t q T , f s f t, f for all
 . q w xt, f g R = C and some T ) 0. Then by 2 , there exists a unique
 .  . qsolution of 2.1 through t , f for t g R, f g C . This solution will be0 0
 . n  .denoted by x t, t , f if we consider the solution in R or by x t , f if we0 t 0
w x  .  ..work in space C. Again by 2 , x t, t , f x t , f is continuously differen-0 t 0
tiable in f. In the following, the notation x s f will be used as thet0
 .condition of the initial value of 2.1 , by which we mean that we consider
 .  .  .  . w xthe solution x t of 2.1 which satisfies x t q u s f u , u g yr, 0 .0
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Consider the hypothesis
 . q  .  .  .H If f, c g C , f F c , and f 0 s c 0 for some i, then f t, fi i i
 .F f t, c .i
 .  .Under the assumption H , system 2.1 exhibits the following property
w x  .LEMMA 2.1 1 . Let H hold. Then we ha¨e the following
 . qi If f, c g C with f F c , then
x t , t , f F x t , t , c .  .0 0
for all t G t for which both are defined.0
 .  .  .  .ii Assume that y t is continuously differentiable. If y9 t F f t, yt
and y F f, we ha¨et0
y t F x t , t , f .  .0
 .  .for all t G t for which both are defined. If y9 t G f t, y and y G f, we0 t t0
ha¨e
y t G x t , t , f .  .0
for all t G t for which both are defined.0
w xTo proceed further, we need the following results from paper 1 . Let
 . n < <r s r , r , . . . , r g R , r s max r , and define1 2 n q i
n
w xC s C yr , 0 , R . .r i
is1
 . q We write f s f , . . . , f for a generic point of C . Let C s f g C :1 n r r r
4 qf G 0 . Motivated by ecological applications, we will choose C as ther
 .state space of 2.1 in the following.
q  .  .Fix f g C arbitrarily. Then we set L t, ? s D f t, f . It will be0 r f 00
 .convenient to have the standard representation of L s L , . . . , L as1 n
n
0
L t , f s f u d h u , t , 1 F i F n 2.2 .  .  .  . Hi j u i j
yrjjs1
in which h : R = R ¬ R satisfiesi j
h u , t s h 0, t , u G 0 .  .i j i j
h u , t s 0, u F yr .i j j
h ?, t g BV yr , 0 . .i j j
 .  .h ?, t is continuous from the left on yr , 0 .i j j
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 .We make the following assumptions for 2.1
 . q  .  .H1 For all f g C with f 0 s 0, L t, f G 0 for t g R.r i i
 .  .H2 The matrix A t defined by
$ $ $
A t s col L t , e , L t , e , . . . , L t , e s h 0, t .  . . .  .  . /1 2 n i j
is irreducible for each t g R
 .H3 For each j, for which r ) 0, there exists i such that for allj
 .t g R and sufficiently small positive e , h yr q e , t ) 0.i j j
 .  .H4 If f s 0, then x t, t , f ' 0 for all t G t .0 0
By arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2.4 and Theorem
w x2.5 of paper 1 , one can obtain
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.2. Let H1 ] H4 hold. Then the hypothesis H is ¨alid and
we ha¨e
 . q w .i If f and c are distinct elements of C with f F c , and t , t q sr 0 0
< <with n r - s F ` is the intersection of the maximal inter¨ als of existence of
 .  .x t, t , f and x t, t , c , then0 0
0 F x t , t , f F x t , t , c for t F t - t q s .  .0 0 0 0
< <x t , t , f - x t , t , c for t q n r F t - t q s . .  .0 0 0 0
 . q  . w .ii If f g C , f / 0, t g R, and x t, t , f is defined on t , t q sr 0 0 0 0
< <with s ) n r , then
< <0 - x t , t , f for t q n r F t - t q s . .0 0 0
 .The next theorem gives sufficient conditions that ensure 2.1 has a
positive T-periodic solution.
 .  .THEOREM 2.3. Let H1 ] H4 hold. Assume further:
 .H5 There exist 0 - a - b such that
$
f t , A ) 0 for t g R , 0 - s F 1 .s
$
f t , B - 0 for t g R , 1 F j , /j
$
 .  .  .where A s sa, sa, . . . , sa and B s j b, j b, . . . , j b . Then x t, 0, A ands j s$
 .x t, 0, B con¨erge to positi¨ e periodic solutions with period T as t ª `.j
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 .Proof. Let 0 - s F 1 and j G 1 be arbitrarily fixed. If y t s B forj
t g R, since
$
y9 t s 0 ) f t , B s f t , y .  . /j t
it follows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 that
$
0 F x t , 0, B F y t s B for all t G 0. . /j j
In a similar way we see
$ $
A F x t , 0, A F x t , 0, B for all t G 0. 2.3 . .  /s s j
By which, we obtain
$ $ $ $
A F x t , 0, A F x t q T , 0, A F x t q T , 0, B F x t , 0, B F B . .  .  /  /s s s j j j
$
 .By induction, we see that x t q kT , 0, A is increasing with respect to kj $
 .and is bounded above by B , and that x t q kT , 0, B is decreasing withj j
respect to k and is bounded below by A . If we define P: Cq¬ Cq bys r r
P f s x 0, f .  .T
k .and denote by P f the k th iterate of f under P, we see that the$
k  .4sequence P A is increasing and bounded above, and that the sequences$
k  .4  .P B is decreasing and bounded below. In view of 2.3 , we see thatj
each sequence converges as k ª `.
Set
lim P k A s fU lim P k B s fU . .  .s s j j
kª` kª`
w xThen since P is continuous by 2 , we have
P fU s fU P fU s fU . .  .s s j j
$
 .At this time it is easy to see that x t, 0, A converges to positive periodics$
U .  .solution x t, 0, f and x t, 0, B tends to positive periodic solutions j
 U .x t, 0, f when t tends to `. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.j
 .Remark. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, if 2.1 admits a
unique positive T-periodic solution, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 imply
 .  .that this periodic solution attracts each solution x t, 0, f of 2.1 with
f g Cq and f / 0.r
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 .We derive below sufficient conditions that ensure 2.1 admits a unique
positive T-periodic solution. To this end, we need some elementary mate-
rial from concave operators. We shall call a nonlinear operator U defined
on Cq monotonic if the inequality 0 F f F C implies that Uf F U C. Wer
shall call the operator U strongly positive if for arbitrary f g Cq withr
f / 0, Uf is an interior point of the cone Cq. Finally, we shall call ther
operator U strongly concave on Cq if for an arbitrary interior element fr
q  .of C and any number t g 0, 1 there exists a positive number h suchr
that
U tf G 1 q h t Uf . .  .
We state a result about monotone, strongly positive, and strongly con-
cave operators which has direct application in our setting.
 w x.THEOREM 2.4 Krasnoselskii 3 . A monotonic strongly positi¨ e and
strongly conca¨e operator U defined on a cone K can ha¨e no more than one
nonzero fixed point on K.
Note that Theorem 2.2 implies that there exists a positive integer k0
 . < < qsuch that x t, 0, f ) 0 for t G k T y r ) 0, f g C , and f / 0. It fol-0 r
lows that if we define U: Cq¬ Cq byr r
Uf s x 0, f , .k T0
U is strongly positive on Cq. Moreover, by Theorem 2.2 it is alsor
monotone on Cq. We derive below sufficient conditions that ensure ther
operator U is strongly concave. Let us define an auxiliary operator W:
Cq¬ Cq byr r
Wf s Uf y D U f f , .f
 .where D U f is Frechet derivative of U with respect to f.f
 q.LEMMA 2.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, if W int C ;r
int Cq, thenr
U tf G t U f .  .
q w xfor all f g C and t g 0, 1 .r
w xProof. Since the operator U is continuous by 2 , it suffices to prove
t Uf F U tf .
q  .for f g int C and t g 0, 1 . Let us suppose that the inequality is notr
q  .satisfied for some f g int C and t g 0, 1 . Then0 r 0
C s U t f y t U f .  .0 0 0 0 0
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is not a point of the cone Cq. Then a well known result from convexr
 w x.analysis see, for example, Corollary 2.4.16 of 13 implies that there exists
a continuous linear functional g and a real number b such that
g f - b - g C for all f g Cq. 2.4 .  .  .0 r
Let us define an auxiliary function
b
a t s g U tf rt y U f y , 0 - t F 1. .  .  .0 0 t
This function is obviously differentiable and
a 9 t s b y g W tf rt 2 . 4 .  . .0
 q. q  .  .Since W int C ; int C , 2.4 implies that a 9 t ) 0 for 0 - t F 1. Itr r
follows that
a t - a 1 s g 0 y b - 0. 2.5 .  .  .  .0
 .On the other hand, by 2.4 we have
g C y b .0
a t s ) 0 .0 t 0
 .which contradicts 2.5 . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5.
THEOREM 2.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.5, the operator U is
strongly conca¨e on Cq.r
Proof. Let us assume the opposite. Then there exists a f g int Cq0 r
 .and a t g 0, 1 such that for any h ) 0,0
U t f y 1 q h t U f f Cq. .  .  .0 0 0 0 r
 .  .Since U t f G t U f by Lemma 2.5, it follows that0 0 0 0
CU s U t f y t U f .  .0 0 0 0
q  .is a boundary point of the cone C . If we set C* s C , C , . . . , C , thenr 1 2 n
 . w xthere exists an i, 1 F i F n, such that C u s 0 for some u g yr , 0 .i 0 0 i
Let U f be the ith component of Uf and W f the ith component of Wf.i i
Then we have
W f s U f y D U f f . .  .i i f i
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 .Let us define a linear function l: R ¬ R by l x s x and set
Ct s U tf rt y U f , 0 - t F 1 .  .i i 0 i 0
t w xa t , u s l C u , u g yr , 0 . .  . .i i
It is easy to check
l W tf u .  . .i 0X w xa t , u s y , u g yr , 0 . .t i2t
 q. q  . . w xBy W int C ; int C , we see that W tf u ) 0 for u g yr , 0 , 0 - tr r i 0 i
F 1. It follows that
X w xa t , u - 0 for 0 - t F 1, u g yr , 0 . .t i
Thus,
a t , u ) a 1, u s 0. .  .0 0 0
However,
C u .i 0
a t , u s l s 0, .0 0  /t 0
and we are led to a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem
2.6.
We are now in the position to establish sufficient conditions under
which the operator W maps interior points of the cone Cq into its interiorr
 .  ..  .points. For simplicity, we will write x t, f x f for x t, 0, f gt
n   . q.  .  .R x 0, f g C . Thus x t, f is the solution of 2.1 satisfying x s f.q t r 0
Note that
t
x t , f s f 0 q f t , x f dt . .  .  . .H t
0
We have
t
D x t , f h s h 0 q D f t , x f D x f h dt , .  .  .  . .Hf f t f t
0
where h g Cq. Setr
q t , f s x t , f y D x t , f f . .  .  .f
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One can obtain
t t
q t , f s D f t , x f q f dt q F t , x f dt , .  .  .  . .  .H Hf t t t
0 0
where
F t , x f s f t , x f y D f t , x f x f . .  .  .  . .  .  .t t f t t
It follows that
q9 t , f s D f t , x f q f q F t , x f .  .  .  . .  .f t t t
2.6 .
q s 0.0
 .  .  . qTHEOREM 2.7. Let H1 ] H5 hold. If F t, C ) 0 for all C g int Cr
and t g R, then
q < <q t , f ) 0 for f g int C and t G k T y r . . r 0
q  .Proof. Let f g int C be arbitrarily fixed. By H4 we haver
1
x t , f s D x t , sf f ds. 2.7 .  .  .H f
0
q q  .  .If j g C and b g int C , then D x t, j b J y t, b satisfies the linearr r f
variational equation
y9 t s D f t , x j y .  . .f t t
y s b .0
 w x .  .   ..See Theorem 4.1 of 2 . Let L t, ? s D f t, x j and let L be repre-f t
 .sented by 2.2 . If we set
a t s h 0, t y h 0 y , t , 1 F i F n .  .  .i i i i i
h u , t , u - 0 .i i
h u , t s .i i  h 0 y , t , u G 0 .i i
then we have
0 0
L t , f s a t f 0 q f u d h u , t q f u d h u , t .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hi i i i u i i j u i j
yr yri jj/i
' a t f 0 q L t , f . .  .  .i i i
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 . w x  .Since L satisfies H1 and is continuous in t, it follows from 1 that L t, ?
q n  .  .maps C into R and a t is continuous. Consequently, y t, b G 0 forr q i
 .  .all t G 0 by Lemma 2.1. We write y t for y t, b . Then since
Xy t s a t y t q L t , y G a t y t .  .  .  .  .  .j j j j t j j
q  . qand b g int C , it is easy to see y b g int C for all t G 0. As ar t r
 .consequence, for each fixed s, the integrand in 2.7 is positive for t G 0.
 .   ..Hence x t, f ) 0 and therefore, F t, x f ) 0 for all t G 0.t
  ..  .  .Since F t, x f ) 0 for all t G 0, it follows from H1 that q9 0, f ) 0.t
 .  .As a consequence, q t, f ) 0 for 0 - t - e . We claim that q t, f ) 0
 .for all t ) 0. If not, there is a t ) 0 such that q t , f s 0 for some i and1 i 1
 . X .  .q t, f ) 0 for 0 - t - t . It is evident that q t , f F 0. But by H1 and1 i 1
 .2.6
qX t , f G F t , x f ) 0 .  . .i 1 i 1 t1
which is a contradiction. This contradiction implies that such a t cannot1
exist and establishes the above assertion. The conclusion of Theorem 2.7
follows and the proof is completed.
We are now able to give the main result of this paper.
 .THEOREM 2.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.7, 2.1 admits a
 .  .unique positi¨ e periodic solution which attracts each solution x t, f of 2.1
with f g Cq and f / 0.r
 .Proof. In view of Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that 2.1 has a
unique positive solution with period T. Note that Theorem 2.7 implies that
 q. qW int C ; int C . It follows from Theorem 2.6 that U is strongly con-r r
cave on Cq. Since U is monotone and strongly positive on Cq , it followsr r
from Theorem 2.4 that U has no more than one nonzero fixed point on
q  .C . Thus, 2.1 has no more than one positive periodic solution with periodr
 .k T , and therefore, the positive T-periodic solution of 2.1 must be0
unique. The proof of Theorem 2.8 is completed.
3. APPLICATIONS
The object of this section is to apply the ideas in the previous section to
two periodic population models. Let us consider
0
x9 t s x t r t y a t x t q a t q u x t q u dh u 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . H1 2
yt
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and
xX t s x t r t y a t x t .  .  .  .  . .i i i i i
n
q e t x t y t t , i s 1, . . . , n. 3.2 .  .  . . i j j i j
js1
 .  .  .  .In 3.1 , r t , a t , and a t are continuous positive periodic functions1 2
w x q  .with common period T ; h: yt , 0 ª R is nondecreasing, h yt s
 .  .  .0, h 0 s 1, h u ) 0 for u ) yt . Equation 3.1 models one-species
growth in a T-periodic environment and with delayed recruitment. In
 .  .  .  .  .  .system 3.2 , r t , a t , e t , t t i s 1, . . . , n, j / i are continuous pos-i i i j i j
 .  .itive periodic functions with period T ; e t i s 1, . . . , n are continuousi i
 .negative periodic functions with period T ; t t ' 0, i s 1, . . . , n, for alli i
 .t g R. System 3.2 models a single species dispersal among the n patches
of a heterogeneous environment and assumes that the environment is
T-periodic in time. The delay t represents the time that population xi j j
migrates from patch j to patch i.
 .By applying Theorem 2.8 to Eq. 3.1 we obtain the following result
 .THEOREM 3.1. Equation 3.1 has a positi¨ e periodic solution which
attracts all positi¨ e solutions.
 .  .Proof. We represent the right hand side of 3.1 by f t, x and sett
L t , ? s D f t , f . .  .f
By direct calculation we have
0
L t , h s r t h 0 y 2 a t f 0 h 0 q a t q u h u dh u . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2
yt
 .  .  .It is evident that L satisfies H1 ] H3 and H4 is valid. Furthermore, if
a ) 0 is sufficiently small,
0
f t , a s a r t y a t a q a a t q u dh u ) 0. .  .  .  .  . .Ã H1 2
yt
If j ) 0 is sufficiently large,
0Ãf t , j s j r t y a t j q j a t q u dh u - 0. .  .  .  . . . H1 2
yt
 .  .Thus, H5 is satisfied by 3.1 .
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Note that
f t , f y D f t , f f .  .f
0
s f 0 r t y a t f 0 q a t q u f u dh u .  .  .  .  .  .  . . H1 2
yt
02y r t f 0 q 2 a t f 0 y a t q u f u dh u .  .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2
yt
s a t f 2 0 ) 0 .  .1
q  .for all f g int C and t g R. It follows from Theorem 2.8 that Eq. 3.1t
admits a unique positive periodic solution which attracts all positive
solutions. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed.
 .  .We now turn to system 3.2 . By applying Theorem 2.8 to 3.2 we obtain
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that for i s 1, . . . , n and t g R,
n
r t q e t ) 0. 3.3 .  .  .i i j
js1
 .Then there exists a unique positi¨ e periodic solution in 3.2 which attracts all
positi¨ e solutions.
 .Proof. Let us rewrite system 3.2 as
xX t s f t , x , i s 1, . . . , n. .  .i i t
Then by direct calculation we obtain
n
D f t , f h s r t h 0 y 2 a t f 0 h 0 q e t h yt 0 . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .f i i i i i i i j j i j
js1
  . 4 < <Let r s max t t : t g R and let r s max r . It is easy to verify thati i i
 .  .  .  .H1 ] H3 are satisfied and H4 is valid. Furthermore, if A s a, . . . , a
 .and a ) 0 is sufficiently small, by 3.3 we have
n
Ãf t , A s a r t y a t a q e t a .  .  . .  . i i i i j
js1
n
s a r t q e t y a t a ) 0, t g R .  .  .i i /
js1
 .for i s 1, . . . , n. If B s b, . . . , b and b ) 0 is sufficiently large, we have
n
Ãf t , B s b r t q e t y a t b - 0, t g R .  .  . . i i i j i /
js1
 .for i s 1, . . . , n. This verifies the condition H5 .
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Note that
f t , f y D f t , f f .  .i f i
n
s f 0 r t y a t f 0 q e t f yt 0 .  .  .  .  .  . .i i i i i j j i j
js1
n
2y r t f 0 q 2 a t f 0 y e t f yt 0 .  .  .  .  .  . .i i i i i j j i j
js1
s a t f 0 ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n .  .i i
q  .for f g int C and t g R. It follows from Theorem 2.8 that system 3.2r
has a unique positive periodic solution which attracts all positive solutions.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is completed.
 .Let us consider a special case of system 3.2 .
xX t s x t r t y a t x t q e t x t y t t y x t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
X x t s x t r t y a t x t q e t x t y t t y x t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
3.4 .
 .  .  .  .where r t , a t , e t , and t t are continuous, positive periodic functionsi i i i
 .with period T. By applying Theorem 3.2 to 3.4 , we obtain
 .COROLLARY 3.3. System 3.4 has a positi¨ e periodic solution which
attracts all positi¨ e solutions.
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